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Effects of Delayed Communication in Dynamic 
Group Formation 

Edward A.  Billard and Joseph C. Pasquale 

Abstract-We investigate how delayed communication affects 
the dynamic formation of groups in distributed systems, where 
all decision-making agents join the same group because each 
expects to improve its own performance. For example, distrib- 
uted job schedulers may form a group to utilize the idle re- 
sources of other members within the group. Forming a group 
is a search problem and we examine agents that use the feed- 
back mechanism of stochastic learning automata to carry out 
this search. Although a group formation may have the potential 
for synergy, the agents must successfully coordinate their ac- 
tions within the group relevant to the application. For example, 
job schedulers who form a group must still balance the load 
among the shared resources; that is, the collective actions of 
the schedulers need to be coordinated and greedy schedulers 
who all pick the same processor may not be successful. Agents 
may find that working alone is more desirable since their ac- 
tions need not be coordinated and the results of their own ac- 
tions are more predictable. An additional challenge to the 
search problem is to cope with the delay in communication be- 
tween the agents. The purpose of this study is to model systems 
where agents adaptively search for compatible co-workers, un- 
der the constraint of delayed communication. With insufficient 
communication, the agents decide to work alone (and receive a 
modest benefit) but, with sufficient communication, the agents 
make the more advantageous decision to work together. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
E ARE interested in decision-making agents that W have access to resources in a distributed system and 

whose goal is to improve performance in some application 
domain. As an example, job schedulers can improve per- 
formance by sharing a set of processors as some of the 
processors may be lightly loaded when some of the job 
schedulers are faced with a heavy load [ 1 1 ,  [2]. Typically, 
it is assumed that all of the processors are under the con- 
trol of all of the job schedulers. By default, it is assumed 
that the best interacting set of schedulers and processors 
is the system as a whole. Our long-term research plan is 
to investigate whether this is true, or whether smaller 
groups of schedulers and processors can be expected to 
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perform better. In particular, we are interested in systems 
where some group formations are more advantageous than 
others, where agents must search for the optimal group 
formation, and where communication delays can affect the 
results of the search. 

First, let us consider why some group formations may 
be more advantageous than others. We expect that smaller 
groups, or at least some division by groups, may generate 
better performance for several reasons. The complexity 
of the interaction is reduced with fewer decision makers 
in a group. Certainly, if all agents in a cooperating group 
must communicate with each other, then it is better to 
have smaller groups. A smaller group may be more com- 
patible in terms of resources, constraints, job streams, and 
strategies. This compatibility should translate into better 
coordination, which is informally defined as “the activity 
of independent agents making harmonious, nonconflicting 
decisions,” which is similar in spirit to [3]. And finally, 
we expect the improved coordination, or “harmony,” to 
translate into improved performance. However, a small 
group does not have the same advantage as a large group 
in terms of utilizing shared resources. The system as a 
whole has the greatest potential for utilizing shared re- 
sources but also has the greatest decision-making com- 
plexity and the greatest potential for incompatibility. 

This suggests that an optimal group formation may be 
of a particular size and agent composition, depending 
upon the application. However, the optimal group for- 
mation is not a static property (due to changing environ- 
mental conditions) and is not under the control of a central 
decision maker. This argues for autonomous agents that 
continually apply a search mechanism to find the optimal 
group formation. 

Our choice of a probabilistic search strategy for group 
formation has been influenced by the randomness of bio- 
logical interaction [4] and computational ecologies [5]. 
Randomized decisions are useful for three reasons: to 
break symmetry in distributed systems, to reduce the need 
for complex interactions among the agents, and to easily 
incorporate adaptive feedback mechanisms. We have cho- 
sen the adaptive strategies of stochastic learning automata 
[6], [7] as a simple, well-studied feedback mechanism. If 
an agent selects a particular group and derives a reason- 
able benefit, then the probability of selecting the group in 
the future should be increased. Obviously, if the resultant 
benefit is low, then the probability should be decreased. 

The decision concerning with whom to coordinate is 
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called the SPACE decision. In addition to selecting a 
group to work in, the agents must successfully coordinate 
their actions within the group relevant to the application; 
we call this the ACTION decision. For example, job 
schedulers who form a group must still balance the load 
among the shared resources, and greedy schedulers who 
all pick the same processor may not be successful. The 
collective actions of greedy schedulers are an example of 
mutually conflicting decisions, and illustrate a breakdown 
in coordination. The incompatibility of the schedulers’ 
strategies suggests that the synergy of the group is not 
realizable and that the group is not a good candidate for 
future interactions. Agents may find that working alone is 
more desirable since the results of their own actions are 
more predictable and the decisions are not subject to co- 
ordination failure. As a first contribution, we concentrate 
on the agents’ choice of working alone or working to- 
gether in pairs, illustrating the first question agents must 
face in a large system. 

And last, we investigate the effects of delayed com- 
munication on the search for optimal group formation. A 
challenge of distributed decision making is to cope with 
the ever-present delay in communication between the 
agents. The delay is caused by two characteristics: the 
finite transmission delay along a channel and by the in- 
termittent pattern of agents sending messages concerning 
the global state. The delay causes each agent to have an 
aged view of the actual global state. Because of the em- 
phasis on communication, we call this decision making 
under delayed communication. 

The decision makers must make good, though not nec- 
essarily optimal, decisions, in an environment that does 
not permit frequent communication. Decisions must be 
made quickly, without the overhead of transmitting, re- 
ceiving, and interpreting messages, which detract from 
the actual work performed. However, it is important for 
agents to communicate to have a reasonable view of the 
global state and in particular, the intentions of other 
agents. Frequent communication decreases the uncer- 
tainty in global state but has a cost that can adversely af- 
fect the performance. The problem is to make good de- 
cisions with limited communication of state information 
to reduce overhead. 

We focus on the effects of delayed communication when 
agents communicate their randomized strategies concem- 
ing group formation. Each agent maintains an aged view 
of the other agents’ likelihood of joining a group. How- 
ever, assuming only periodic message transmission, an 
agent may not have an accurate perception of the other 
agents’ strategies and may make poor decisions. The pe- 
riod of communication is the independent variable in our 
job scheduling experiment in Section V and the results 
show that, with insufficient communication, the agents 
decide to work alone (a local optimum) but, with suffi- 
cient communication, the agents make the more advan- 
tageous decision to work together (a global optimum). 

In summary, the purpose of this paper is to model sys- 
tems where agents adaptively search for optimal group 

formation, under the constraint of delayed communica- 
tion. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section I1 presents 
related work and our contribution; Section I11 formalizes 
the model; Section IV describes job scheduling of pro- 
ducer-consumer pairs; Section V presents results of sim- 
ulation, with analysis in Section VI. Our conclusions are 
presented in Section VII. 

11. RELATED WORK 
Decentralized control is distributed decision making 

concerning resource management and ‘‘the most decen- 
tralized case is where every management decision for 
every resource is made cooperatively by all managers” 
[8]. Distributed decision makers may not have a complete 
model of the system; instead, the control activities may 
be partitioned to experts [9] or the decision makers may 
have access to different information concerning underly- 
ing uncertainties [lo]. We are interested in systems where 
controllers dynamically form groups and manage the 
shared resources of the members of the group; we call this 
dynamic scope of control. We do not assume a priori that 
the system as a whole is the best interacting set of con- 
trollers and resources. 

The application area is load balancing where job sched- 
ulers attempt to improve performance by sharing a set of 
processors and balancing the length of the job queues. 
The research has evolved from static to dynamic load bal- 
ancing (see below) and our contribution is to extend the 
research in a new dimension from static group formation 
to dynamic group formation. 

We summarize some of the representative research, and 
this current study, in Fig. 1 where two dimensions, sys- 
tem state and group formation, yield four areas for re- 
search in load balancing based on static or dynamic prop- 
erties. (The standard queueing theory nomenclature 
M / M / n  describes applications with exponentially dis- 
tributed interarrival and service times for n servers and 
similarly D / D / n  describes deterministic times [ 11 J .) 
Some research concentrates on static system state, or static 
load balancing, where the global state is assumed to be 
constant and communication is not required [ 121-[ 141. 
Typically, the problem can be solved analytically and the 
solution holds for all time, ignoring any fluctuations in 
the system state. The original research showed that load 
balancing is a viable approach to improving performance. 

Other research examines dynamic system state, or dy- 
namic load balancing, where the global system state 
changes over time and communication is required to 
maintain a view of the global system state [ 151, [2], [ 161; 
in general, we call this the state updure problem. In this 
quadrant, the behavior of the system is not known in ad- 
vance and adaptive strategies are appropriate. In [17]- 
[ 191, stochastic learning automata receive feedback based 
on the processors’ queue lengths and are able to improve 
performance over static load balancing techniques. The 
models of [19] and [20] are tuned for a load balancing 
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application with dynamic characteristics (e. g . ,  Poisson 
arrival rates and exponentially distributed service times). 
Another distributed scheduler is market-based [2 13 where 
managers participate in the bidding for processing power; 
their cash flow indicates their role in the distributed sys- 
tem. Managers with currency surpluses are accepting 
many jobs or offloading very few and managers with cur- 
rency shortages are either generating too many jobs or 
accepting too few. 

The previous research is by definition static in the group 
formation dimension since the entire system corresponds 
to the group (with the exception of [22] where optimal 
static partitions are examined analytically). We propose 
to extend the group formation dimension by considering 
dynamic characteristics. We do this because it is unrea- 
sonable to assume, a priori, that all of the agents in a 
large network form the most compatible group to work 
together. Also, an optimal group formation at one partic- 
ular time may not be the optimal group formation at some 
later time. We have chosen to use the same adaptive strat- 
egies of stochastic learning automata [ 6 ] ,  [7] that have 
been successful in the lower-left quadrant of dynamic load 
balancing. 

However, as a first contribution to group formation re- 
search, we have chosen to go back to static load balancing 
where, by definition, an assumption is made concerning 
average performance based upon the decisions and the 
static payoffs, described in Section 111, represent this av- 
erage performance. Using queueing theory, this means 
that we assume deterministic interarrival times (e.g., a 
job arrives at a scheduler every time unit) and determin- 
istic service times (e.g., a job receives one time unit of 
service). Our results show that, with sufficient commu- 
nication, the adaptive strategy in the dynamic formation 
of groups is locally optimal for a static load balancing 
application. 

The evolution of research should lead to the remaining 
quadrant of dynamic system state and dynamic group for- 
mation. We expect that adaptive strategies will prevail in 

this quadrant as suggested by the success of stochastic 
learning automata in the static system state and dynamic 
group formation quadrant (this study and [23], [24]) and 
in the dynamic state and static group formation quadrant 
[ 191, [ 181. We have some preliminary evidence [25] that 
this is the case. In particular, we show in [25] that job 
schedulers that implicitly form groups based upon the 
processors they control can, in fact, improve performance 
over one large static group. The system is modeled with 
a dynamic system state due to exponentially distributed 
interarrival and service times. 

111. THE MODEL 
We describe the model according to the motivation in 

the introduction, that is, group formation, the search for 
optimal group formation, and delayed communication. 
Finally, we present the combined model for simulation. 
We call this a distributed game automaton (DGA), which 
represents an agent searching for optimal group forma- 
tion, under the constraint of delayed communication. 

A .  The Group Model 
We model two types of decisions that an agent must 

make as a member of a distributed system. First, in the 
ACTION dimension, an agent must make a decision that 
is relevant to the application at hand. The dimension may 
consist of a large set of alternatives and allows the model 
to be generic and capture a variety of applications. Sec- 
ond, in the SPACE dimension, an agent must decide with 
whom to coordinate or what group formation is preferred. 
In particular, we examine agents that have a choice of 
working alone or working in pairs. This aspect of the 
model is application independent except for the number 
of agents in the system and is the salient feature of the 
model. Of course, since both decisions affect perfor- 
mance, a decision in one dimension may affect decision 
making in the other dimension. The goal is to make the 
best combined set of decisions to maximize the perfor- 
mance. 

We define a coalition as a group whose members have 
agreed to work together and who expect a payoff, or re- 
sultant performance, based upon their collective deci- 
sions. Otherwise, a decision maker may decide to act 
alone as a singleton and receive payoffs based only on its 
own decisions. For a 2-agent system, these payoffs are 
modeled as a game with a set of matrices containing the 
payoffs associated with each combination of ACTION de- 
cisions: 

D = {D”, PI, D‘, D2}  

where 
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Fig. 2 .  2-player and singleton games .  

The matrices DI2 and 02' represent the payoffs to player 
1 and player 2, respectively, when members of the coa- 
lition. When acting as singletons, D1 and D2 represent the 
payoffs to players 1 and 2, respectively. For example, 
DA:a2 is the payoff to player 1 when choosing action a1 
while player 2 chooses action a2, where ai E (0, l } .  As 
singletons, Dt2 is the payoff to player 2 when choosing 
action a2. The structure of a game refers to the size, or 
dimension, of the game matrix; in a 2-agent system, the 
structure may either be a 2-player matrix or a 1-player 
matrix, hence a vector. The matrix signifies that a group 
has action dependency and the vector signifies that agents 
working alone have action independency. 

An example of these game matrices is presented in Fig. 
2 with the pure equilibria in boldface; that is, an action 
pair ( a l ,  a2) provides no motivation, in terms of payoff, 
for a player to alter its action assuming that the other 
player does not do so. For example, action pair (0, 0) in 
a coalition returns a payoff of one to both players and 
neither can do better by changing its action. It is easy to 
find equilibrium in the singleton vectors: in both cases, 
the players should select action 1 to get the best payoff. 

We now consider the decisions that determine whether 
the agents work together or work alone. Each agent i 
makes a SPACE decision concerning every other agent j 
in the system. If pi, = 1,  then agent i is willing to form 
a group with agent j ;  otherwise, if Pij = 0, then i is not 
willing to work with j .  For a 2-agent system, a coalition 
is formed if, and only if, both agents agree (Le., P = pI2 

= 1 ) .  Otherwise, both agents act as singletons. 
The two dimensions of ACTION and SPACE are pre- 

sented in Fig. 3 along with an example vector and matrix. 
In the SPACE dimension, determines whether the agents 
work alone (the performance is quantified by a vector D', 
one for each agent) or whether two agents work together 
in a group (the performance is quantified by two ma- 
trices, D" and D j i ,  which are combined into a bimatrix or 
game representation). An agent also makes an ACTION 
decision (labeled ai) that indexes into either the vector or 
the matrix. In the case of the two-dimensional matrix, one 
decision ai indexes one dimension and the other decision 
a, (not shown) indexes the other dimension. Only two 
possible action values are shown but more would extend 
along the ACTION dimension, that is, both the length of 
the vector and the size of the matrix must accommodate 
all possible action values. 

Larger groups would be placed further along the 
SPACE axis. For example, a 3-agent system is modeled 

S P A C E  

N "I D' 

Fig .  3 .  ACTION-SPACE decis ions.  

by 1 three-dimensional matrix for the entire system work- 
ing as a group along with 3 two-dimensional matrices for 
agents working in pairs and three vectors for agents work- 
ing alone. We have considered such systems [23] but re- 
port only on the 2-agent system in this paper, as this is 
sufficient to illustrate the effects of delayed communica- 
tion on group formation and is simple to understand. 

B. The Search Model 
We now consider the agents' decision making in the 

ACTION-SPACE dimensions over time and their search 
for optimal group formation. We examine a load balanc- 
ing application with two job schedulers and two proces- 
sors. A job amves at each of the schedulers at every time 
step t E [0, n - 11 and both schedulers must make an 
ACTION and SPACE decision. Let job scheduler i make 
the ACTION decision CY, concerning which processor ID 
should be selected for the job. A job receives one time 
unit of work and then vanishes, or returns for more ser- 
vice. If two agents have decided (in the SPACE dimen- 
sion) to form a group, then the collective actions, ( a l ,  
a2),  determine the amount of work that can be performed 
on the two jobs; hopefully, the agents select different pro- 
cessors so that more work can be done. The objective is 
to maximize the payoffs in the game D over all agents' 
ACTION-SPACE decisions over all time. In Section IV, 
we expand on the job scheduling problem to show a sit- 
uation where either action dependency or independency 
arises based upon the agents' decision to work together or 
alone, respectively. 

The decision making in the ACTION and SPACE di- 
mensions is restricted since there is insufficient time to 
determine the coalition of the moment (i.e., the results of 
all agents' SPACE decisions) and to implement a unique 
strategy for the action. An action decision must be made 
in the face of uncertainty concerning the coalition for- 
mation. This leads to a restricted subset of general 
N-player games since the strategies available to each 
player are restricted. For instance, [26] describes corre- 
lated mixed strategies, originally presented in [27] and 
suggests a correlated mixed extension where a strategy of 
player i consists of a 3-tuple ( C ,  D ~ ,  0,)  in which C is his 
choice of a coalition, u, his choice of a correlated mixed 
strategy, and u, his choice of an individual mixed strat- 
egy. The choice of u, is carried out if and only if each 
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player in C chooses C and also a,; otherwise, the choice 
u, is carried out [26]. 

In our ACTION-SPACE model, the same action deci- 
sion a, applies regardless of the coalition formation de- 
termined by 0,; this corresponds to the 3-tuple (p,,, a,, 
a,). 

At the current time step, agent i makes a randomized 
decision concerning group formation with agent j ;  let the 
clustering probability c,, = Pr[ P,, = 11. Each agent's c,, 
are modified over time according to the Reward-Penalty 
scheme of stochastic learning automata [6] ,[7]. This al- 
lows an agent to search for better performance in terms 
of group affiliation. 

In a 2-agent system, the clustering parameter c = c , ~  
* c21 determines the overall likelihood of group formation 
and represents the fundamental uncertainty in the SPACE 
dimension. That is, with probability c ,  the agents work 
together and, with probability 1 - c,  the agents work 
alone. As agents modify their own cy over time, they ef- 
fectively search out the domain of the clustering param- 
eter. We shall now consider the landscape that adaptive 
agents face in terms of the clustering parameter. 

A probabilistic coalition is a coalition in which the for- 
mation decision is based upon the result of a random de- 
vice that accepts as input the clustering parameter c E [0, 
11. An average 2-player game, D = { D12, d' } ,  is in- 
duced by the clustering parameter where 

(1) 

-~ 

~ 

D12 = I l l 2  * c + [D' D'] ( 1  - c) 

An example of an average game induced by a clustering 
parameter ( c  = 0.75) is shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, if c 
= 1 then the average game is just the original 2-player 
game and the combined payoff, or system gain, at equi- 
librium is 5 + 5 = 10. If c = 0 then the average game is 
just the replication of the two vectors (because of action 
independency) and the combined payoff at equilibrium is 
3 + 3 = 6 .  Note that at c = 0.75, we expect the com- 
bined payoff at equilibrium to be 4.5 + 4.0 = 8.5. 

Although the SPACE decision pii is made probabilisti- 
cally, the ACTION decision ai is made rationally; that is, 
the players determine the best actions, subject to equilib- 
rium in a game. We have chosen rational players to elim- 
inate coordination problems of actions within a group so 
as to concentrate on the effects of delayed communication 
upon the group formation decisions. The agents make the 
best decision possible under the circumstances of their en- 
vironment, or equivalently, we are presenting the best- 
case scenario for adaptive behavior in the ACTION di- 
mension. We call this decision-making mechanism AC- 
TION Rationalization-SPACE Randomization (ARSR). 

The value of the clustering parameter c (i.e., the fun- 
damental uncertainty in the SPACE dimension) affects the 
game that rational agents expect to play. Fig. 5 is an an- 
alytic prediction 'of the gain for the game in Fig. 4, as a 
function of the clustering parameter c; we assume the gain 

R 
5,5 0,o 

( D2)T  [113) 

D12 

= F l * . 7 5 +  [ 
D' D' 

"1 . .25 

m 
(WT 

- I 1.75,1.75 D I 4.0.4.5 I 

I 4.5,4.0 1 .75,.75 I 
Fig. 4. Average game induced by clustering parameter ( c  = 0.75). 

" 0 . 2  0.4 0 . 6  0 . 8  1 

Clus ter  c 

Fig. 5.  Equilibria for load balancing game. 

is determined by the combined payoff at equilibrium in 
the average game induced by c. This analytic treatment 
includes the c = 0, 0.75, and 1 cases discussed above. 
Note that maxima occur at the boundaries (c = 0 and 1) 
and that the equilibrium representing coalition formation 
(c = 1) is the best. We will show that the period of com- 
munication can affect which maxima is reached by adap- 
tive agents that adjust their own cU (and hence, sample 
various clustering parameters c ) .  

C. The Communication Model 
The decision making in the ACTION-SPACE dimen- 

sions is under the constraint of delayed communication. 
The strategy cij is communicated every P time units, with 
a delay of T time units and at a cost of C in payoff or gain 
units. The communication of this probabilistic strategy al- 
lows each agent to maintain a view of the other agents' 
willingness to form a group; for example, cji is i's view 
o f j ' s  willingness to form a group with i .  Since the strat- 
egy is modified over time, each agent has an aged view 
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of the other agents’ strategies (the maximum age is P + 
T and the minimum age is T ) .  The accuracy of this view 
can affect an agent’s decision making. Note that the agents 
cannot afford to communicate the actual decision pii or 
probabilistic strategy cij every time unit because of the 
overhead cost C. 

D. The Combined Simulation Model (DGA) 
We combine the three models of group formation, the 

search for optimal group formation, and delayed com- 
munication into one simulation model. A decision-mak- 
ing agent, or distributed game automaton (DGA), em- 
ploys ACTION Rationalization-SPACE Randomization, 
as shown in Fig. 6. Each agent, or player, in a distributed 
system is modeled as an automaton with three main fea- 
tures. First, each agent i has a local variable, the cluster- 
ing probability til, which describes the likelihood that 
agent i will agree to join a group with agent j .  This rep- 
resents the strategy in the SPACE dimension and is com- 
municated periodically to the other agents. Second, each 
agent i maintains a view of the other agents’ local vari- 
ables cj, that it receives via communication. Third, an al- 
gorithm uses the local variable and the view of other 
agents’ local variables to make decisions. 

In particular, the algorithm has a reactive component 
and a rational component to make decisions in the SPACE 
and ACTION dimensions, respectively. These decisions 
are input to a directional heuristic that provides feedback 
to the clustering probability to increase the likelihood of 
good decisions in the future. We are interested in how the 
agents adaptively modify the clustering probability (i.e., 
search for optimal group formation) with respect to the 
amount of communication between the agents. 

To explain the model further, we will examine one de- 
cision-making event as triggered by a clock pulse at time 
t ,  signaling a new stage of the game (e.g., the arrival of 
a job). For simplicity, it is assumed that both players share 
a global clock such that the clock pulses are synchronized 
(representing a deterministic interarrival time for jobs). 
The reactive component flips a coin whose weight is cQ 
and the resultant decision (in the SPACE dimension) is 
pii E (0, l}. That is, if pii = 1, agent i agrees to join a 
group with agent j .  An agent that agrees to form a group 
with another agent still has uncertainty concerning the de- 
cision of the other agent. 

The rational component determines a decision in the 
ACTION dimension relevant to the application, say a, E 
{0, l}  although other applications may require a larger 
set of alternative actions. The rational component makes 
the best decision possible given three types of informa- 
tion. First, the rational component knows whether the 
agent has agreed to join a group with another agent, and 
second, has some knowledge of the likelihood of the other 
agent agreeing to the group formation. However, the view 
of the other agent’s probability is aged information; that 
is, the view is the value at some earlier time as determined 
by the most recent message received by the agent. This is 

message 
local: strategy c;j 

feedback r,j I I  
reactive component 

I l l  
t 

I directional heuristic 1 
t decisions 

1 I rational component I 1 
T 

message view: aged strategy cii t--= 
Fig. 6 .  Distributed game automaton with adaptive clustering 

where the trade-off in communication enters: frequent 
communication has more overhead in message processing 
but also provides a better view of the other agents’ like- 
lihood of joining a group. 

The last type of information available to the rational 
component is knowledge of the expected performance in 
the application area; these “application” tables, or game 
matrices, are indexed by the decisions of the agents. The 
component knows with certainty the decisions of its own 
agent and that the other agents use a rational component 
for ACTION decisions, but the component has uncer- 
tainty regarding the SPACE decision due to the aged in- 
formation. The rational component uses the aged view to 
predict the likelihood of a coalition forming; of course, if 
the agent’s own p, = 0 then a coalition cannot form and 
the best action is determined by maximizing over the vec- 
tor D’. However, if pi, = 1, then perhaps a coalition will 
form. 

The probability of coalition formation determines the 
induced, or average, game and the rational component de- 
termines the action that yields the highest combined pay- 
off that is in equilibrium with the other players’ rational 
choices. (For applications with a set of n actions, an av- 
erage game can still be computed from the vectors and 
matrices; the end result is an n X n matrix for each 
player.) We assume the games present no difficulties in 
achieving equilibrium due to competitiveness; that is, the 
Pareto-efficient action combination is a Nash equilibrium 
as in coordination games [28]. For applications where the 
induced game may not have a pure strategy equilibrium, 
the players select the action pair that yields the highest 
combined payoff. In addition, we assume a tie-breaking 
rule is available for multiple Pareto-optima. These as- 
sumptions reflect our interest in the effects of communi- 
cation on the ability to reach the best equilibrium in the 
2-player versus 1-player games. We are not concerned 
with the difficulties of rational agents reaching equilib- 
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rium in 2-player games; this interesting game-theoretic 
issue is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Both the ACTION (a,) and SPACE (P,,) decisions are 
input to the directional heuristic, which returns feedback 
r,, E [ - 1, + 11 affecting the clustering probability c,, based 
upon the “goodness” of the SPACE decision. In our ex- 
periments, this heuristic is the Reward-Penalty scheme of 
stochastic learning automata [ 6 ] .  The feedback is based 
on the expected payoff using the view of other agent’s 
willingness to form a coalition. The better the view, as 
determined by the most recent message concerning the 
clustering probability c;,, the more accurate the feedback. 
Note that the feedback is internal to the automaton and 
does not come from the environment. We are interested 
in static load balancing where average performance val- 
ues in the application tables (i.e., the game) can be down- 
loaded into the decision maker in advance. 

The best reward ( + 1 )  occurs when the P,, decision is 
expected to achieve the maximum possible payoff (in the 
application tables) and the worst penalty ( -  1) occurs for 
the minimum possible payoff; feedback can range be- 
tween these values with zero being the midpoint between 
the maximum and minimum payoff. If the decision is to 
work alone (0, = 0) and a reward results, then the prob- 
ability of agreeing to group formation ( c , )  at the next 
clock pulse is decreased (proportional to the reward). If 
the decision is to work together (0, = 1) and a reward 
results, then the probability should be increased. (If a 
penalty occurs in either case, then the probability should 
be adjusted in the opposite manner.) 

Whereas the reactive component makes current deci- 
sions, the directional heuristic affects fiture decisions. 
The agent implements both the ACTION and SPACE de- 
cisions in the environment and will make both decisions 
again at the next clock pulse. The parameters, update 
functions, and gain are detailed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 .  

IV. AN APPLICATION: JOB SCHEDULING 
An important and illustrative application in distributed 

systems is job schedulers that access a set of shared pro- 
cessors. We consider two schedulers each with a job 
stream and two shared processors. The jobs at the head 
of the streams represent a producer and consumer pair, a 
common attribute in distributed systems. 

Let us now consider a concrete example that generates 
the 2-player and 1-player game structures in Fig. 4; the 
SPACE decision determines which game will be played. 
By definition, the payoff to a player in a 2-player game is 
dependent upon the other player’s ACTION decision, 
whereas the payoff in a one-player game is independent 
of the other player’s decision. Since the action decision is 
over the set of processor IDS, applications that have both 
“processor-bound’’ and “I/O-bound” environments will 
exhibit this behavior. As an example, the producer-con- 
sumer pair in Fig. 9 has a coordination mode and non- 
coordination mode. In the coordination mode, the pro- 
ducer and consumer processes run in parallel with the 

total number of players or agents 
total stages in repeated game 
message d d a y  along channel 
message of local state every P time units 
overhead cost per message, C / P  per stage 
learning constant 
IA(x1Al matrix of z’s payoff in game with 1 
vcrtor of 1 ’ s  singleton game payoffs 

11 c z 

dcscriptoi s 

1 .  j . k  E N = [1..v] C Z 
F €  E = { I ] }  

playcr or agent 
directed edge (channel) 

/ E T  
l ( 1 )  E T 

current stage or time unit 
1(  t )  = T + t mod P = communication lag 

vaiiables (.\(‘TIOX rational.) 

o ,  = t r , ( t )  E A = (0 .  I }  1 ’ s  action decision. or move. a t  stage t 
if d,, = 0 

vector of all action decisions at  stage t 
nxA‘ matrix of all action decisions over time 

vaiiables (SPACE iandorn.) 

3; = 3dt) E B = { O ,  1) 
.i(l) E B v x v  

c;  = ci(t) E P = [O, 11 c R 

2’s space (coalition) decision about J 

.VxA‘ matrix of coalition decisions a t  t 
nxArxAV matrix of decisions over time 
r , ,  = P ~ [ f l ? ,  = 11 E i’s local state 

,j E ~“’”’.‘ 

c’= c 9 t )  E P 

c E P  r 
ZE E 

Fig. 7. Parameters in ACTION Rationalization-SPACE Randomization. 

output of the producer going to the consumer in fine grain 
communication along a data channel; the processor power 
constrains the performance of the pair. In the noncoordi- 
nation mode, the producer and consumer processes run 
sequentially with the output of the producer going to an 
intermediate file on disk; the disk access now constrains 
the performance. 

The processor characteristics in Table I lead to the game 
payoffs in Fig. 4 and, in particular, show that both players 
selecting action 1 has the worst outcome in the 2-player 
game but the best outcome in the 1-player games. Note 
that processor 1 has faster access to disk due to channel 
connections with the file manager or the disk being local 
to processor 1. 

In the coordination mode, if the producer and consumer 
processes are placed on distinct, but equally fast proces- 
sors, then the parallelism is optimized and five units of 
work are performed by each processor. However, if both 
are placed on the same processor, then only its power is 
available with some loss due to the overhead of managing 
two jobs. If processor 0 is selected, there is sufficient 
memory to store both the producer and consumer pro- 
cesses and each process receives two units of work (which 
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stage payoff 

z,, : ANxBNXN -+ R z , , ( a ( t ) , P ( t ) )  = i ’ s  actual payoff 

= { Db, otherwise 
Dk,,, if PtJ . P j t  = 1 

game payoff normalization 

stage reward 

is designed to run the consumer after the producer has 
created the intermediate file. In this mode, the sequential 
nature makes processor 1’s small memory irrelevant but 
fast access to disk makes processor 1 the better choice. 
Also, if the same processor is selected, the 1/0 time does 
not expand since there is no interference between the 
reading and writing operations. In this I/O-bound envi- 
ronment, the payoff to a player is independent of the other 
player’s decision, but the faster disk access by processor 
1 makes this the optimal choice for both players; the pay- 
off is 3 for selecting processor 1 versus the payoff of 1 for 
selecting processor 0. Each player determines that pro- { d , , ( ~ , @ ~  c; ,  t D;, ( 1  - .;,)I J,, = I cessor 1 is more advantageous, regardless of the decision 

r , ,  ANxBNXN - X T , , ( a ( t ) , P ( f ) )  = 1’s feedback reward plakiiig j 
If 3,, = = dt,(Db,) 

r e w a d p e n a l t y  heuristic 

h .  PxXxB - P c , , ( t  + 1 )  = h ( c , , , r , , , P , , )  = z’s next c sth te  

( c Z J t a r , , ( 1 - c , , )  i f , A ) = 1 . 7 , , > 0  

( L R - P )  

. .  

c,, - ar,,c,,  
c,, t ar,,c,,  

if 3,, = 0. r,, 2 0 
if 3,, = 1. r 8 ,  < 0 =i c,, - a r , , ( l  - c L J )  if J,, = 0. rt, < 0 

gain for repeated game 

Gca,a) = $1 c z , , ( a ( t ) , 3 ( t ) )  - $ G A ~ x N ~ B ~ x N x N  - R 

tET 8,jcN 
I f J  

G’ :+ R G’ = maxG(n,L?) 

Fig. 8.  Functions in  ACTION Rationalization-SPACE Randomization. 

*,!3 

coordination 

data channel 
[Producer] -1 

\ /. 
\ 
\ / non-coordination 
\ / \. / lfilel 

\ 
\ / non-coordination 
\ / \. / lfilel 

Fig. 9. Coordination in a producer-consumer pair. 

TABLE I 
PROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS 

processor memory disk 
speed size access 

large 
small 

models overhead due to time-sharing). But if processor 1 
is selected, there is only sufficient memory for one of the 
processes and thrashing arises as both processes are re- 
peatedly read from disk; the payoff is zero units of work. 
In all cases, the payoff to a player, or scheduler, is de- 
pendent upon the other player’s decision. 

In the noncoordination mode, both processes can run 
on the same processor, without loss, since the operation 

of the other player. 

V.  EXPERIMENT 
We present simulation results, in Fig. 10, of an exper- 

iment using the design in Table I1 that includes the game 
description for the load balancing application; note that 
the period of communication is the independent variable. 
The landscape that adaptive agents face for this game (as 
a function of c) has already been presented in Fig. 5 .  The 
results, in Fig. 10, show the trade-off in communication: 
frequent communication leads to good decisions (and 
overhead) while infrequent communication leads to poor 
decisions. In this case, a good decision is to coordinate 
and form a coalition; the maximum payoff is 5, which is 
greater than the maximum payoff of 3 when working alone 
in a noncoordination mode. Both the payoffs represent an 
equilibrium but the players adaptively seek a different 
equilibrium based upon the period of communication. 
With sufficient communication, the players agree to co- 
ordinate and achieve the best-case result of a coalition. 
However, when the period of communication exceeds 90 
time units, each player has an aged view of the other play- 
er’s willingness to form a coalition; this leads to a break- 
down in coordination. Note that, as the period of com- 
munication approaches 1, the average overhead ( C / P )  
approaches 5 ,  eliminating the gain of the coordination 
mode. 

The results in Fig. 10 depend on the initialization of 
the clustering values cij. Fig. 11 shows the tendency of 
players to coordinate based upon cluster initialization; the 
results include the (0.75, 0.33) initialization used in the 
experiment design, Table 11. The simulations are run with 
a period P = 150 (which resulted in suboptimal perfor- 
mance shown in Fig. 10). Each initialization pair (in the 
interior of the plot) represents a probability, or willing- 
ness, to coordinate. The results show the adaptation, or 
tracks, until the search leads to a steady state in one of 
the upper comers of the plot, that is, a coordination equi- 
librium (both are willing to form a coalition) or a non- 
coordination equilibrium (at least one player is not willing 
to form a coalition). The cases where player 1 is initially 
willing to coordinate (high c , ~ )  but player 2 is not willing 
to coordinate (low cZ1) lead to the noncoordination mode. 
However, with sufficient communication ( P  < 90 in Fig. 
lo), even these cases achieve the coordination mode. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of communication period on coalition formation 

TABLE I1 
EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

Parameter Name Svmbol Val 11 P 

number of players 
stages in game 
delay along channel 
overhead per message 
learning constant 
learning heuristic 
initial clustering 

game matrix 

singleton vectors 

2 
2000 
1 
5 
.2 

.75 

.33 
2,2 5 ,5  
5 ,5  0,o 

L R - P  

1 
J 

communication period P 1,11, ..., 191 

1 

y 0.8 
ru ' 0 . 6  

Ja 8 0 . 4  
a, 

0 . 2  

0 
0 . 2  0.4 0.6 0 . 8  1 

Prob c 
12 

Fig. 11. Effect of cluster initialization on coalition formation. 

the experiment in Fig. 10; note that the system enters a 
noncoordination mode when the period is 91 time units. 

Theorem 1 (Adaptive Coalitions): Let fabsorb(6) be the 
time required, without communication, to reach a single- 
ton equilibrium with some small probability 6 that the co- 
alition equilibrium will be attempted. Let r, be the reward 
for making coalition decision Pij = x .  Given player i using 
a Reward-Penalty scheme (with small learning constant 
a and no variance in Ac) ,  initial clustering ci i (0) ,  initial 
view of playerj 's clustering cji, and game matrices 

such that there is an expected decrease in clJ(r)  due to the 
singleton equilibrium (i.e., ro > r l ) ,  then for the special 
case where the expected decrease is caused by rl = -ro 

Note that the special case rl = -rO is only used to pro- 
duce a simple integral; a modification, noted below, 
shows the general approach when clJ ( r )  is expected to de- 
crease. 

Proof: Let fx be the feedback for 0, = x and let c = 
c,(t). With probability 1 - c ,  we expect 6,  = 0 and 

fo = DL! 
where a, is the singleton equilibrium choice. With prob- 
ability c,  we expect plJ = 1 and the feedback depends on 
player i's view of player j ' s  clustering: 

where a, is the singleton equilibrium choice (this is the 
stronger equilibrium since the clustering value is expected 
to decrease) and aj is the expected choice of a rational 
player in the 2-player game. In general, the reward is the 
normalized feedback: 

rr = 2 f r / m  - 1 where m = max Dz,,,. 
a l a 2  

The Reward-Penalty scheme for updating c is 

( + a r , ( I  - c) if pii = 1, rl L 0 

VI. ANALYSIS 
Theorem 1 predicts the time required, assuming no 

communication, for a player to reach a small probability 
of defecting from a singleton equilibrium. This time anal- 
ysis gives an indication of the required level of commu- 
nication needed to achieve coordination; that is, how long 
before players become locked into working alone rather 
than as a coalition? In particular. it predicts the small 
probability of coalition formation after 91 time units for 

\-arO(l - c)  i fp ,  = 0,  ro < o 
With probability 1 - c,  we expect to update c with clause 
2 of (3) and, with probability c ,  we expect to update c 
with clause 1 if rl I 0 or with clause 3, otherwise. There- 
fore, every time unit, 

ar,c( l  - c)  if rl 1 0 

ar,c2 otherwise 

(4) 

i E [ A c ]  = -aro(l - c )c  + 
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p r e d i c t e d  

o b s e r v e d  2 
0.2 

load balancing research into a new quadrant of dynamic 
group formation and static system state. This paper has 
shown that the adaptive strategy of stochastic learning au- 
tomata is successful for dynamic group formation in a 
static load balancing problem. The decision makers, em- 
ploying ACTION Rationalization-SPACE Randomiza- 

and, for the special case rl = -ro, 

E [ A c ]  = --roc. 

Given that there is no variance in the random variable A c,  
that is, Ac = E [ A c ]  (we shall see that the resultant for- 
mula is still a good predictor) and scaling to some small 
time interval Ar: 

A c  = -urocAr. 

We know that A c approaches zero given the small leam- 
ing constant a .  Integrating both sides, the time required 
for c to change from cu(0) to 6 is 

mension. Second, in the SPACE dimension, the adaptive 
strategy allows the agents to learn, over time, that higher 
payoffs are possible for working together. Although ra- 
tionalization may lead to the same conclusion in this di- 
mension, we are interested in future research in the re- 
maining quadrant of dynamic group formation and 
dynamic system state. We expect that adaptive strategies, 
in both dimensions, will yield good performance in a dis- 
tributed system where the feedback comes from a dy- 
namic environment rather than a static description of the 
game payoffs. 
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ar0 
dc = - log (c) I ( 5 )  knowledged. 

0 
Note that other values of r ,  cause an expected decrease in 
c and the general case, using (4), leads to two complex 
integrals (based on rl  1 0 or r ,  < 0), which are solvable 
analytically. 

Fig. 10 shows that, with period P = 91, the players 
reach an equilibrium in the singleton games and a trace 
of the data shows that c21 ( t  = 91) = 0.0187, The exper- 
iment design agrees with the special case rl = -ro and 
Theorem 1 predicts that tabsorb(0.0187) = 92.3, which is 
in close agreement. 

We take this one step further by solving ( 5 )  for c , ( t ) :  

This equation is plotted in Fig. 12 along with the observed 
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